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			Inmate Penpal Listings







Meet Wire of Hope’s inmate penpals online by browsing our free inmate penpal listings. To ensure equity, profiles are sorted randomly.



⚠️ Always include your mailing address if you choose to email (some inmates can only answer through postal mail) and visit our page about prison mail rules to ensure your correspondence will not be rejected by the correctional facility.




 NEWEST MEMBERS  PENPAL SEARCH ENGINE





Darnell Brown
 Darnell is 54 and incarcerated in the US (NJ).
"Hello, my name is Darnell. I was born and raised in Newark, New Jersey. I am incarcerated and serving a 7-year state prison sentence in which I have 2 years left. While I am here I am using my time wisely and am enrolled in a lot of programs that will help better me when
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Michael Smith
 Michael is 42 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"I would like to thank you in advance for visiting my profile. You could have been anywhere else in the world, but you are here with me. One of the lessons that can be learned from this pandemic is that human connection matters. And I genuinely care about human connection, and like getting to know 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





William Porter
 William is 40 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"I’m William, my friends call me Will. I’m an educated 40-year-old black man who has been incarcerated for almost 22 years. I’m very honest and genuine and expect the same in return. I’ve made poor decisions in my youth and childhood that I am not proud of. This is my first time in prison, and I’ve
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Conrad Gomez
 Conrad is 35 and incarcerated in the US (AZ).
"Hello future friend, my name is Conrad Gomez and I am a 35-year-old Native American male. I am a person who is easy to get along with, as I'm not so serious and enjoy joking around. One of my hobbies is writing, as in poems, stories, or anything that creatively comes to mind. I am
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Cardle Brown-Jones
 Cardle is 21 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Hello, how are you doing? Well, since you stopped at my page, just know you chose the right one. A little about me, I like to work out every day, whether it is physically or mentally, building on my mental. I’m very loyal, ambitious, quiet and laidback. A bit of a romantic and chocolate with 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Wayne Haskell
 Wayne is 36 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Hello, my name is Wayne, but everyone calls me O. I'm currently serving a 26-month sentence with only 75 days remaining. A little about myself, I'm from Kansas City, Kansas, and was raised in Minneapolis, Minnesota. I currently live in Minnesota. I love to cook, play sports, read, camp, and travel. I also love to go
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Malick Fuller
 Malick is 27 and incarcerated in the US (AZ).
"Hi! Many of us see ourselves as the protagonist to our own narrative. My heart experienced the pain and triumph from heroism. However, heroism is a title bestowed by perception and I have become agile in the way I think. New people and surroundings have a tendency of doing that. Being something to someone even
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Travis Visconti
 Travis is 52 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"FIREFIGHTER!!! Terrible pic, I know. I will rectify that ASAP. Anyway… I am not very good at selling myself with just a few words, I’m more of an actions – not words – kind of guy, but I’ll give it a shot. I’ve been down for 11 years and I’ve only got 1 year and some change left! Excited
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Christopher Olivarez
 Christopher is 31 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Hello, my name is Christopher Olivarez. I’m 31 years old, from a small town called Lamesa, in Texas. I am an energetic individual who is full of life and smiles. I enjoy working out and being involved in sports. I enjoy reading the Bible, writing poetry, listening to music, and trying to sing along with the
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Chad O’Farrell
 Chad is 36 and incarcerated in the US (LA).
"Heyyo! It's not enough to have a good mind, the main thing is to use it well. So I use mine to ponder the existence of UFO's, Bigfoot, and flea markets. Nah, just kidding, but seriously, good lives often begin with a courageous first step. A little about me: Army veteran, outgoing, quick-witted, and open-minded 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jasper Watt Jr.
 Jasper is 28 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"First off, greetings to whomever takes their time to read my life story. I hope that by reading my words you get a true glimpse of the feeling of us meeting in person. I’m not the best at describing my best qualities, mostly because I’m into actions speak louder than words. I’m currently incarcerated because
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Justin Lenz
 Justin is 28 and incarcerated in the US (NE).
"Hi, my name is Justin, and I am a 28-year-old who has been locked up for the last 11 years with a bit more time to go. I am looking to create some long-lasting friendships and maybe find someone on a deeper level who can talk a little bit each day. Some people say I'm
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Charles Bennett
 Charles is 30 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"Hi, I’m Charlie! Thanks for stopping by to look. I am 30 years old and want to make long lasting lifetime friendships; it gets lonely in here sometimes and I would love to have conversations with new friends. I am a hardworking person and hardworking people who work hard for what they have is my kind
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Anthony Donovan
 Anthony is 26 and incarcerated in the US (MS).
"Don't be shy! Just say Hi! I'm Anthony! I've never tried one of the sites before, but after 8 years, I would really like to try and makes some new friends. I'm looking for some fun and engaging people to pass the time with. When I was out, I loved going camping, swimming, and star
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Joshua Platt
 Joshua is 26 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Have you ever woken up early in the morning to catch the sunrise? Just to see the crisp blue sky light up and see everything come to life... Well, I believe I can bring a smile to your face, make you laugh and become that ray of light in your life because that's always going
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jeremy Benton
 Jeremy is 45 and incarcerated in the US (OH).
"Hi and thank you for taking the time to read my profile. My name is Jeremy and I would really enjoy exchanging letters with you. I am a recovering drug addict and am trying my best to serve my sentence and get on with my life. I come from a large family and spent most
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Dana Scholl
 Dana is 50 and incarcerated in the US (KY).
"Hello. I prefer to go by the name Dana, I’ve been going by Dana for well over 30+ years. Even though I just turned 50, I still act and feel like I did in my 20’s and 30’s. I am 5’11, 145 pounds, long black hair and light blue eyes. I go up for parole 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





LaShawn Gill
 LaShawn is 44 and incarcerated in the US (VA).
"Hello, I’m LaShawn Gill. I’m reaching out to anyone who is trying to meet a friend. Someone to talk to. I’m a cool person. I don’t have any game. Just trying to meet a cool person that has a lil’ time for someone like me. I almost didn’t sign up, now I’m hoping to hear
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Adam Kendall
 Adam is 35 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"Hi, my name is Adam Kendall. I speak English and Spanish. I am a certified paralegal, currently studying law. I am going to take the first-year law students exam when released, and then the BAR exam. I devote my time to studying and self-improvement. I like the law, philosophy, and fitness. If you want to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Reginald West
 Reginald is 41 and incarcerated in the US (PA).
"Ladies/friends; Greetings to you all. If you are looking for a friendship, or a relationship, that goes beyond the bedroom, into the mind room, that revolves the activities of... work, study, love, health, entertainment, literature, spiritual development, etc. Look no further!!! I come to you in hope to be that inspiring example of a responsible,
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Christopher “Ryan” Manning
 Christopher "Ryan" is 30 and incarcerated in the US (FL).
"Hey, My name is Ryan and I’m from Gainesville, FL. I'm trying to find a lady who is patient and has an open mind. I’m not a hard person to get along with and give respect to everyone until I'm disrespected. I have one little girl that is my world. I don't want to play 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Larry Taylor
 Larry is 39 and incarcerated in the US (VA).
"First and foremost I am a firm follower of Jesus Christ. I believe in being happy. I am very proficient with my hands and a hard worker. With the grace of the most high I now think responsibly. My imagination has no limitations and that’s how we all should think. My goal has a definite
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Christopher Terry
 Christopher is 33 and incarcerated in the US (AZ).
"Hello to the World and all that's on it, I would like to provide you with a proper intro. My name is Christopher. I'm a down-to-earth person, 33 years old. I love art and I'm really into tattoos. I feel like tattoos are a great way for one's self-expression. I have a good head on my
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Antonio Gary
 Antonio is 42 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"I’m an average guy looking for love or a friend."
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Joe Anthony Carrera
 Joe Anthony is 50 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"A goodhearted God-fearing man seeks a pen pal. I am new and I have been having a hard time adjusting. Things did not go my way. And now I am here. God willing someone will shine some light into the dark place I found myself innocently in. I am from the south and love to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Michael Fries
 Michael is 60 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"I was arrested within my paid private domain, my possessions seized without a search warrant, nor consent thereof. No 'Miranda' was given. No representation was had, and when I stood seeking representation, I was shackled, gagged, and duct tape put about my mouth, wrists, legs, despite behaving passively. I was then removed from the proceedings, 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Martin Dykeman
 Martin is 44 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"Thank you for checking out my profile. I'm looking forward to new friends and whatever else may come of it. Please tell me about you and your visions and goals in life. I enjoy lifting weights, motorcycles, and being outdoors. I love God and family. I'm looking forward to hearing from you and thank you.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Nathaniel Lynch
 Nathaniel is 23 and incarcerated in the US (FL).
"Hi, I’m Nate, I’m 23 years old, about to embark on my most successful part of my life. 50 lbs lighter and more fit than ever. I’m ready to tackle the world. I have 5 small tattoos, I love gaming and going to the gym. I also enjoy cooking and the most easy-going and gentle
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Brian Piechowski
 Joshua is 40 and incarcerated in the US (CO).
"Hi, My name is Brian. I’m a 6’2, good looking white male or so I’ve been told. I have long hair, deep blue eyes, and an extensive collection of tattoos. I have an awesome sense of humor and am very open-minded and love to have fun. I am truly looking for friends, someone to get to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jeremy Curts
 Jeremy is 25 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"I'm looking for someone to talk to when I'm not in school or working out. I'm down-to-earth and like to keep a positive outlook on life, which really helps me in this situation. A lot of people say my happiness is infectious. I've decided to take this time to learn as much as I can
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Robert Harper
 Robert is 66 and incarcerated in the US (FL).
"Greetings and respects, In hopes to reach you in great spirits and best of health. My name’s Robert Harper, I’m 65 years old, 5’11, weight 185 lbs and I’m African American. I’m also from Washington DC. I’m currently awaiting for the district of Columbia (DC) to release me because on date 8-8-2021 I was granted
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jeremiah Hillsman
 Jeremiah is 31 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Have an open heart and give me a chance. I’m honored that you’re taking the time to look at my profile, my wish is that you are well mentally, physically and spiritually. At this point of my life a friend is what I need with good energy and positive vibes. The point of me reaching
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Kayla Giles
 Kayla is 36 and incarcerated in the US (LA).
"Hello : ) I'm at the Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women (LCIW) and looking for a long-term friend; someone who will keep my mind occupied. As you can imagine, prison life is lonely. I believe the time I have left in here would be much easier if I had someone on the outside that
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Shafiq Imani
 Shafiq is 42 and incarcerated in the US (WI).
"First, I want to thank you for taking the time out to read my profile. I know it’s not an easy endeavor when deciding who or if you’re going to write to. I will be the first to admit that the individual who entered prison at the age of 19 years old was flawed and very
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jeremy Givens
 Jeremy is 33 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Dear pen pal. My name is Jeremy Givens, I'm 33 years young. I'm from Chicago, Illinois. I'm very down to earth and eager to learn new things. I love playing basketball and working out from time to time. I really hope I can establish great friendships through this. I'm not a serious person. I love
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Nou Jai Xiong
 Nou Jai is 33 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"What's up World?! My name is Nou Jai! Everybody I know calls me "C". And I'm holding up good in this place. I keep my mind focused on rebuilding my brain and coming up with creative ways to get out there with you! When I did have free time I liked to hunt, go fishing
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Silver McClanahan
 Silver is 49 and incarcerated in the US (SD).
"Hello, are you someone seeking stimulating and easy-going conversation? Someone who will genuinely respectfully appreciate your time without drama or hidden agendas? Please understand I am looking for the same. Finding and communicating with someone in the free world is a blessing. I am looking to communicate with anyone; your age, race, religion, or sexual
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Brandon Smith
 Brandon is 33 and incarcerated in the US (DE).
"Thank you for taking time out of your day to view my profile. I am not looking for romance. But I am looking for a relationship that gives me comfort. Someone that can take my mind off the evert day stress of being in prison (I hope I didn’t make that sound like a hard
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Steven Lee
 Steven is 47 and incarcerated in the US (CO).
"Greetings future friends, 🙂 My name is Steve, I am a 47-year-old SWM who is looking for friends beyond this confining walls. I am a follower of Jesus Christ with strong family ties. As you can tell from my pictures, I enjoy making others laugh and I love people. I am an artist and a musician
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Julian Rodriguez
 Julian is 22 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"I believe everything happens for a reason. Maybe the reason why you are reading this right now is because you truly are to be in my life, whether as a friend, an associate, something way bigger than both or just to introduce yourself to someone you've never met and then keep living your wonderful life.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Steven Moore
 Steven is 38 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Let’s talk about it? I’m 38, focused, and ready for my countdown! My time behind this wall is getting short and I’ve realized that my options are open now, but my eyes are blinded by options, so this program got me out there. So wuz hannin’ lady? I see you spent time from your day to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Ikeie Smith
 Ikeie is 39 and incarcerated in the US (MI).
"Hello my name is Ikeie. I'm 39 years old. I'm looking for friend(s) to connect with.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





John Young
 John is 31 and incarcerated in the US (DE).
"Hello Ladies, My name is John Young but I go by my nickname Jaye. I’m looking for someone to vibe with, build a friendship, laugh and talk with. I’m a goof ball at times, just like to laugh to keep from crying. I work out and read on my free time. I like to meet
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Anthony Tangonan
 Anthony is 23 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"What’s good, I go by AJ. Thank you for viewing my profile. I’m a very passionate weightlifter/powerlifter. I spend a lot of time in the weight room. I’m caring, loving, goofy, supportive. Easy to chop it up with. I joined Wire of Hope because I really wanted to get myself out there after all this
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Robert Leonard
 Robert is 48 and incarcerated in the US (PA).
"My name is Robert Leonard 3rd. I’m 48, 6’ and weigh 175 with dark brown hair and eyes. I’m from Lancaster County PA, grew up outskirts of the city. Played football in school. I’m an open-minded person, non-judgmental person. Love the mountains and all outdoor activities, dirt bikes, side by sides, ATV’s was my thing.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Charles Tuttle
 Charles is 27 and incarcerated in the US (KY).
"Hello if you’re reading this I must of caught your attention, so how at first I was a little escapable about all this but I’ve always been open to try new things so why not a pen pal web site. I've have been locked up 8 1/2 long years and I'm almost done, I have
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





John Arredondo
 John is 52 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"My name is John. I look forward to making new contacts with positive individuals. My hopes are to establish new friendships, share creative ideas, and just talk about life without judgment. I believe in being optimistic in any situation and that life always has something good to offer, no matter the circumstances. I'm also a
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jamaal Summers
 Jamaal is 41 and incarcerated in the US (KS).
"I'm a Christian man with values. I'm not too religious, and yet still, I have a good sense of humor, and by no means an introvert. I'm very social and love dealing with people of all walks of life. While incarcerated, I'm working on my Associates in General Studies and then my Business Degree, while
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Larry Turner
 Larry is 64 and incarcerated in the US (NC).
"Hi, my name is Larry Turner, in search of friends. I’m an easy going, sincere, optimistic person. After being locked up the last 16 years I know it is hard to find a friend, I still have 4 to 5 years left. I’d like to know about you, your life, and be a friend to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Guy Alexander
 Guy is 63 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Hi to all and ones across the pond. I'm looking for adult friends, I'm neither bias nor judgmental. I myself don't have rules but the Texas Department of Criminal Justice does, so make sure to not send colored stationery or address labels or stickers, thank you. While in prison, I go by Wulf (nickname). Let
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Aaron Hahn
 Aaron is 43 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"Hello, my name is Aaron. Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to check out my profile. It means a lot to me. I want to start out by saying I am a conservative Christian. I became incarcerated because of several very bad choices, and since prison sucks, I've been focusing on
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Kevin Keith
 Kevin is 59 and incarcerated in the US (OH).
"Hello! I hope that you are enjoying your day. I would like to correspond and hopefully share and build on a friendship. Throughout my day I enjoy mentoring young men and encouraging them to be productive citizens upon release. Yes, sometimes I feel as though I have bit off more than I can chew I.o.l. 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Shonta Henderson
 Shonta is 24 and incarcerated in the US (IN).
"Hello, my name is Shonta Ebony Sharee Henderson. I am 24 years old, and will be 25 on May 15th if God willing, I have two children ages 2 and 4 {1 boy and 1 girl}. I am from the east side of Chicago Illinois. I have my own business 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jordan Gonzalez
 Jordan is 31 and incarcerated in the US (MI).
"So Ima be honest I’m looking for a queen A superwoman who knows what she wants and deserves and pursues it by any means, but also ain’t afraid to admit your still trying to figure it all out. Someone that values love and loyalty and don’t tolerate no games cause you know how it feels
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Shawn White
 Shawn is 28 and incarcerated in the US (VA).
"First I want to say I am 1000% a Gemini. I love to laugh and have a good time on the other hand I like having advanced conversations on life and our existence, politics, sports and religion. Music is the medicine to my soul and I enjoy all genres including Taylor Swift. Pre-incarceration I enjoyed
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Eduardo Magaña
 Eduardo is 21 and incarcerated in the US (AZ).
"I am a fun loving joker with a lot to talk about. Real positive outlook on life, big plans for my future. I’m humble and honest and I like to be real. I was born here in Arizona but raised in Culiacán, Sinaloa (Mexico). I went to high school in San Bernardino, California. I’m into
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Eric McCain
 Eric is 50 and incarcerated in the US (NE).
"Dear Ladies, the reason I am writing this profile is to captivate your attention and arouse your interest, desire, and curiosity in my thoughts and ambitions in life. Since this is my introduction to possibly finding a friend in you, I would like to let you know a little bit about myself. I'm an optimistic
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Robert Cunningham
 Robert is 59 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"Hello! Thank you for taking the time to stop by. I understand that it is a whole different world out there than what I am used to, especially with the Internet. I am hoping that you will help me catch a view of the world. Something beyond these four walls would be amazing. I have
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Lucas Deprey
 Lucas is 25 and incarcerated in the US (UT).
"Hi, my name is Lucas Deprey. I’m 25 years old. My birthday is August 29, 1998. I grew up in California, but have lived in Texas, New Mexico, and now I will call Utah home for a little while. Ok, you got me- a little longer than a while. I am looking for someone who is willing to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Christian Martinez
 Christian is 32 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"I believe focusing on ourselves will never reveal our life's purpose. Therefore, I look forward to help people who have their own struggles, their own shame, their own addictions, their own transgressions. No one's perfect. I don't want to see people ruining their lives when they're still immature. I have been in this predicament for
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Codey Trahan
 Codey is 38 and incarcerated in the US (CO).
"Hi, beautiful! I’m new to this, so bear with me. My name is Codey Trahan, nickname Birdman. I’m a 6’4 tall, tatted, athletic, loving, and loyal 225 lbs Southern gentleman. I’m eagerly looking for someone special who’s tired of fake relationships and who appreciates all life has to offer. I’m 420 friendly! Having been locked up for the
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Xavier St Hill
 Xavier is 26 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Hey there, my name is Xavier, thank you for checking out my profile and giving me the time of day. I’ve never done this so it’s a bit odd, but I thought it was worth a shot. I’m looking to better myself and my surroundings and people around me, so basically I’m looking for people
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Servino Lopez
 Servino is 24 and incarcerated in the US (AZ).
"Hey, my name is Servino; I'm Puerto Rican. I'm 5'11, 24 years old, with 12 months left to the gate. I’m looking for female penpals that I can talk and pass this time with. I'm funny, respectful, ambitious and I'm a sweetheart. I like to work out, listen to music, camp, and travel. I love cooking; I'm chef
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Steven Guy
 Steven is 29 and incarcerated in the US (KY).
"Hi ladies my name Steven but I go by Boston. I am 29 with a 25-year sentence, I go up for parole in 8 years. I am very nice and attractive. I love to work out and play sports. I am very outgoing and I still believe in chivalry. I’m looking for a real woman
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Franklin Grullon
 Franklin is 33 and incarcerated in the US (NC).
"My name is Franklin, I am a self-publishing author who take their work serious. I am hoping to connect with people who are just as serious and have the same love for literature as I do.Ps. I have recently released my book!! It’s tilted LOVE IS WAR and is available on Amazon I have
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Anthony Higgins
 Anthony is 29 and incarcerated in the US (CO).
"Hi, my name is Anthony, AKA Young Money. I like sports, working out, and reading. My favorite author right now is James Patterson. I am not here to look for money; I just would like someone to talk to and a companion to occupy my mind while I am in here. I have a great
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





James Henfling
 James is 34 and incarcerated in the US (UT).
"If I were you, I would pick me to write to. Not only could you be making a great friendship, but opening your mind with an inmate in a place you have never been or a country you have never seen, or it excites you, what do you have to lose. The photo was taken
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Avery Brooks
 Avery is 35 and incarcerated in the US (VA)
"Hey queens, My name is Avery Brooks #1193634. I’m currently incarcerated in VADOC for robbery and gun possession. Serving 21 years, good time should put me out the door 2036. There’s a good time law going into effect that could give me 9/10 years left so I’m hopeful I can touch down soon. I’m well
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Brooklyn Hogrell
 Brooklyn is 20 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Hey everyone, I'm Brooklyn and I'm hoping to meet some new friends. Let’s see, a little about me... I'm 20 years old. I've been locked up for a few years now but hoping I make my next parole in 2025. I'm very outgoing and love staying busy... Fishing, shopping, bowling, pretty much anything that you can think
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Maurice Muldrow
 Maurice is 33 and incarcerated in the US (KY).
"Hello. My name is Maurice.I would like to meet women who enjoy good conversations and enjoy great laughter. I am a kind hearted man, fun loving and witty.I would be happy to receive a letter and I do enjoy writing you back.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Timothy Thomas
 Timothy is 41 and incarcerated in the US (IN).
"Hello! My name is Timothy. I hate to sound cliche so I keep it simple. I’m here in hopes of finding true companionship. I’ve spent so many years seeking things that are not what I needed, but what I wanted. As I’ve become a man, I now know what’s important. I would love a friend
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Monica Garcia
 Monica is 42 and incarcerated in the US (CA).
"Are you looking to conversate with a woman who's sexy, sassy, classy, and studious? Then look no further… I'm a woman who's very loyal and devoted to friends when I make them. I'm a person who's super down-to-earth and easy to get along with. When in the free world I love being on my own
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Madison McDonald
 Madison is 33 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Given the opportunity, I enjoy being on the go! I am a high-energy individual. I am delicate and sensitive but my loved ones say I can also be critical and picky. I consider myself intelligent and resourceful. I have always been a great listener and people think I should have been a counselor."
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Milo OJohn
 Milo is 35 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Are you tired of the same old lames telling you lies? Or not giving you honesty, sincerity and respect? Or don’t even shower you with attention, affection and appreciation? Well listen, here are some things I promise you’ll get from me, eyes you can look into and trust, a big helping hand, a big heart
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Gary Dorsey
 Gary is 21 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"They call me Geefive, I'm fly than a jet and 21 years old, in search of someone to shed a little light on these grey walls and in return I'd be willing to share my desires for the future. My incarceration is only temporary. However, this new journey that I've chosen comes with a new thirst
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Aaron McCuin
 Aaron is 43 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Song in my mind as I write, "Beauty is her name, I'm happy I can make you mine, before another man steals your heart." I'm just strolling through, waiting on the one who is for me to look my way. And when she does, I want to tell you that, I'm a man here to
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Brett Knudson
 Brett is 30 and incarcerated in the US (ND).
"Hello, my name is Brett. I am getting out in a few years. I am looking for that one special girl, are you her? I have a fun loving attitude. I love trying new things. I love reading fantasy novels, history, science. I love music, I have taught myself to play many instruments. Please write
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Dwayne Dricketts
 Dwayne is 43 and incarcerated in the US (NJ).
"Hey thank you so much for taking the time to stop by my profile, and for considering writing someone incarcerated, that fact alone says a lot about the person you are. I'm not used to talking about myself like this, but I wanted to give it a try, because at this point in my life,
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jimmy Johnson
 Jimmy is 57 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"Hello, I’m looking for a special friend, someone I can talk to about anything, someone I can laugh with or cry with. And ladies, I promise I’ll always be there for you when you need a friend to talk to. Let me be honest, I’ve been locked up 10 years, I’m around men 24/7 and I sure
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Daniel Craven
 Daniel is 37 and incarcerated in the US (FL).
"My name is Daniel Jacob Craven, I was born Jacob Ross Avirett. I am hoping to find ONE serious friend. So far, people write for a month and fall off. I am looking for a true connection. Because of my size, affiliations and charges, I’ve been on solitary/heightened security for 8 years. I was just 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Roberto Ortiz
 Roberto is 49 and incarcerated in the US (ID).
"Hi, I am Roberto Ortiz. I am 2 years in on my 9-year fixed sentence. I’ve been in an Idaho prison and just waiting until I’m parole eligible. I’ve never been in a prison pen pal program, so I don’t know really what to expect, but I would love to get to know some new people, 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Ryan Corkery
 Ryan is 41 and incarcerated in the US (WA).
"My name is Ryan Corkery, and I am from Spokane, Washington. I am 40 years old, a Scorpio, and my favorite color is green. I am 6’ tall, 195lbs, athletic. I have blue eyes and dirty blonde hair. I am of Irish decent but was adopted at birth with a mom of Latin decent and a father
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Kevin Jackson
 Kevin is 36 and incarcerated in the US (NY).
"Feel like making a connection? Hi, I’m Kevin, I am from Long Island, New York. I’m 36 years old, black, 6’0”, 288 lbs, handsome and intelligent. I enjoy reading books, exercising, meditation and I enjoy nature, being outside is a great feeling. I’m seeking female companionship, seeking female ages 25-50, someone that’s intelligent, funny, outgoing
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jerry Holt
 Jerry is 63 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"I grew up in Jacksonville, Florida, with my dad and stepfamily, and spent summers near Syracuse, New York, with my mother and sisters. All of my family has passed away or stopped contact while I have been incarcerated, except my sister who has encouraged me to make new friends because she is in poor health
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Fonati Diggs
 Fonati is 35 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Hey ladies, I'm 35 years old with a super athletic build. I’m 5'9" and 280 lbs of muscle. I can bench press 600 lbs once. I'm really looking forward to meeting some very good friends on this site. I'm a college student who plans to further my education upon my release. I believe in 'Service Above Self.' I have
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Richard Tabler
 Richard is 44 years old and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"What would you do if someone told you that in about nine months, you’re gonna be killed? My name is Richard Tabler, though friends know me better by my nickname of "Blue". I'm 44 years old and will see my 45th birthday, but it’s doubtful that I'll see 46. For the last 19 years I've
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jvon Stapleton
 Jvon is 33 and incarcerated in the US (OH).
"Hi, how are you? Well welcome to my page. I’m new to this pen pal world so let me say this, I’m a God-fearing person. I’m bisexual. I read my bible a couple of times a week. I’m not judgmental and I’m seeking the same. A little about me. Well I’m a Jack of All
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Douglas Jamison
 Douglas is 42 and incarcerated in the US (LA).
"I guess I’ll begin with a little about me. Now, keep in mind that I only have 350 words to work with here, and telling you about myself in 350 words or less probably won’t happen because, I’ll be honest, there’s A LOT to this fly white guy (pun intended). HA! I’m a strong, easygoing, 
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Jesse Hensley
 Jesse is 34 and incarcerated in the US (VA).
"34-year-old looking for others to talk with. Leaving the past behind and trying to move on to a better life."
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Matthew Stephens
 Matthew G is 47 and incarcerated in the US (LA).
"I want to thank you for taking the time out to read my ad. My name is Matthew Stephens. I'm from Shreveport, La. I’m looking to correspond with someone that I can vibe with on so many different levels. I know we’re in two different worlds but we’re honestly not that different. You most likely
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Gabriel Saunders
 Gabriel is 53 and incarcerated in the US (TX).
"I'm looking for a life-long friend. A person who's down-to-earth, a person who enjoys life! I don't like fake people and I do not socialize with snakes! I have been locked up and confined for the past 22, going on 23 flat years. And believe me, these people in here have tried to destroy me
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Joshua Wright
 Joshua is 30 and incarcerated in the US (IN).
"My name is Joshua Wright, AKA Kasper. I definitely am pale like in Twilight. I pretty much glow in the dark. I have had my Kasper over 12 years now, fitting. I am a Scorpio, I am a good-humored person, always trying to laugh and help others be the best themselves you know? I
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Derek Cisneroz
 Derek is 46 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Welcome to my profile… I’m grateful that you chose to click on me. It’s been a long time since I had a chance to meet someone new. I’ve been gone from the world for 16 years now, and felt it’s time to reach out for some company. As for me… I’m honest, respectful, and supportive.
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Timothy Neloms
 Timothy is 36 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"My name is Timothy Neloms. I am 36 years old, 6'1", 203 pounds. I'm bisexual and a mixed breed, Black and Puerto Rican. I have a high school diploma and a college degree in Automotive and Culinary Art. I'm from Chicago, IL. I'm looking for someone who is honest with themselves and with me, someone
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Manuel Flores
 Manuel is 39 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Hello, my name is Manuel Alejandro, though I prefer Alejandro. I am a very gentle person, kindhearted, caring and easy to talk to. I always try to stay positive and have a good attitude about life and always learn from my mistakes. That’s why I always pray to God. To help me be a better
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Shawn Rice
 Shawn is 32 and incarcerated in the US (VA).
"Good day! As you know my name is Shawn but known to most as Jefe, which is Spanish for boss! I’m turning 33 in a couple of months and I’m very very family oriented and loyalty is everything to me. I’m a man of principles. I tend to really wear my heart no my sleeve
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Andrew Stafford
 Andrew is 38 and incarcerated in the US (KY).
"Hello, thank you for coming to check out my profile. I look to meeting new friends and getting to know you. My daily routine consists of playing chess, reading my bible and doing bible for correspondence. I like to think of myself a very ambitious entrepreneur. I enjoy breeding dogs. I also own my own
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Antwon Ashley
 Antwon is 37 and incarcerated in the US (MN).
"Well, hello, how are you doing? I joined Wire of Hope in search of a friendship with a woman who’s fun, truthful, loves to laugh, is reliable and knows what she’s looking for and deserves out of a great friendship. I am a confident, capable, articulate and very ambitious man. So yes, as you can
 VISIT MY PROFILE 





Tony Fennell
 Tony is 40 and incarcerated in the US (IL).
"Thank you for looking at my profile. My friends call me Nick by my middle name Nicholas. I have been gone around 8 years and have lost contact with most people. I was raised by my grandmother and was my best friend. She passed some years back due to cancer, I took care of her
 VISIT MY PROFILE 
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	Disclaimer

			You must be 18 or older to visit Wire of Hope.

Please read our Terms of Service.

2019-2024 © Wire of Hope, LLC.

All Rights Reserved.







		
Quick Links

			• Subscribe to Wire of Hope’s Newsletter •

Prison Penpal Advanced Search

Frequently Asked Questions

Help – How to Use The Site

Contact Wire of Hope

Terms of Service

Site Map



		
Write Us

			Wire of Hope – East Coast

P.O. Box 7717

Jacksonville, FL 32238

Wire of Hope – West Coast

2000 Vassar St. #10731

Reno, NV 89510
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